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※ 문제지의 각 페이지가 모두 A형인지 확인 바랍니다.
※ 본 대학교 2022학년도 편입학모집 인문계열 필답고사는 총 6쪽 
60문항이며, 문항별 배점은 Part I이 각 2.8점, Part Ⅱ가 각 3.8
점, Part Ⅲ가 각 3.2점, Part Ⅳ가 각 2.8점, Part Ⅴ가 각 4.2점
입니다. 
※ 오답감점제가 시행되며, 오답은 정답 배점의 1/4만큼 감점됩니
다. 무응답은 감점이 없습니다. 

※ 답안은 OMR 카드에 컴퓨터용 사인펜으로 표기하여야 합니다. 

Part Ⅰ. 주어진 문장의 빈칸에 들어갈 가장 알맞은 단어를 고르
시오. [1-10]

1. Middle-class families are slipping into            as 
they exhaust their savings. Consequently, poverty has 
soared.
① treachery ② perfidy
③ penury ④ paucity

2. New international institutions will replace                
             19th century ones that are suited for a 
different time. How would they work?
① ardent  ② archaic
③ assiduous ④ avaricious

3. Millennials, now in their 20s, are drinking less alcohol. 
For them,              is part of a healthier lifestyle.
① moderation ② exaggeration
③ anguish ④ distress

4. Many rural people think that wearing glasses            
              myopia. In fact, squinting without glasses 
puts more strain on the eyes and may cause sight to 
worsen.
① facilitate ② promote
③ aggravate ④ impede

5. The weather has become             ; the growing 
season began with a week of downpours followed by 
drought.
① succinct ② ephemeral
③ mundane ④ erratic

6. The Amazon is not the world’s only                     
              rainforest; fires are also spreading 
throughout the jungles of Indonesia, blanketing much of 
South East Asia in thick smoke.
① sprawling ② smoldering
③ spurning ④ seething

7. As the storm moved inland, it also swamped southern 
Malawi and eastern Zimbabwe. Torrential rains continue 
to              the region, adding to the misery.
① deluge ② obviate
③ feign ④ substantiate

8. The taste is            , but traditional side dishes   
─lemons, spring onions, and pockets of baladi bread─
soften the blow.
① futile ② pungent
③ recondite ④ quaint

9. The regime is toughening up. It has become more      
              abroad, crueler at home and less 
democratic.
① benevolent ② blatant
③ banal ④ belligerent

10. It is a              of duty that Latin America’s 
leaders have failed to come up with a joint position on 
many of the region’s pressing issues, starting with how to 
get international support to rebuild their economies.
① dereliction ② convocation
③ abrogation ④ indignation

Part II. 보기와 같이 주어진 단어 쌍과 가장 유사한 관계를 가진
단어 쌍을 고르시오. [11-15]

[보기]
day : sun ::
① ray : laser               ② sky : light
③ earth : star              ④ night : moon
정답은 ④번입니다.

11. appreciation : kindness  ::
① anger : insult        ② remorse : refusal
③ appraisal : flattering        ④ malady : correction

12. apathetic : enthusiasm ::
① random : formality         ② deep : intensity
③ juvenile : maturity         ④ intellectual : education

정답 오답 무응답
Part Ⅰ (10 문항) +2.8 점 -0.70 점 0 점
Part Ⅱ (5 문항) +3.8 점 -0.95 점 0 점
Part Ⅲ (15 문항) +3.2 점 -0.80 점 0 점
Part Ⅳ (15 문항) +2.8 점 -0.70 점 0 점
Part Ⅴ (15 문항) +4.2 점 -1.05 점 0 점
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13. company : president ::
① class : principal     ② army : general
③ library : librarian           ④ restaurant : chef

14. buoyant : sink  :: 
① conventional : obey       ② pious : argue  
③ secrete : conceal          ④ infinite : end

15. cake : dessert  ::  
① physician : doctor      ② lawyer : prosecutor 
③ steak : meat        ④ pediatrician : child

Part III. 주어진 문장의 빈칸에 들어갈 가장 알맞은 표현을 고르
시오. [16-30]

16.              an omicron surge could lead to a 
breakdown in essential services spurred new quarantine 
rules.
① Worries that ② Worries over
③ Worrying about ④ Worrying on

17. He was elected after a campaign              expand 
motorsport participation around the world.
① in that he has promised
② which he has promised
③ that he promised to
④ in which he promised to

18.              India’s Goa state, where football is hugely 
popular, a newly unveiled statue of the football star will 
inspire young people.
① When placing in ② Placed in
③ Before placed on ④ Placing on

19. The region is recording a series of extreme droughts 
that reflect              as a result of an increase in 
greenhouse gases in the world’s atmosphere. 
① how climate modellers have predicted occurring 
② whatever climate modellers have predicted occurring 
③ what climate modellers have predicted will occur 
④ however climate modellers have predicted will occur

20.              how the banks would respond if their 
customers had already spent the money. 
① Were it not clear ② It was not clear
③ Were it not clearly ④ It was not clearly

21. Many analysts and investors see the potential of the 
Chinese electric vehicle             . 
① as too attractive to resist
② so as attractive to resistance
③ so too attractive to resistance
④ as so attractive to resist 

22. Tens of thousands of people              their homes 
as the wildfire spread, destroying hundreds of homes and 
businesses. 
① were evacuated to ② evacuating from
③ were evacuated from ④ evacuating to 

23. Before his death, Tutu              no “lavish 
spending” on his funeral and asked for his coffin to be 
“the cheapest available.”
① requested there would be
② requested that there would be
③ requested there will be 
④ requested that there be

24. Russia says              its troops freely on its own 
soil. 
① it is titled to move
② it is entitled to move
③ it is titled to movement
④ it is entitled to movement

25. The Portuguese megalithic structure              for 
religious or ceremonial purposes as well as an 
astronomical observatory. 
① believes to have been used
② is believed to have been used 
③ believes to have used
④ is believed to have used 

26. In the park              lions, monkeys, and 
flamingos.
① are more than 600 animals including
② more than 600 animals are included
③ more than 600 animals are inclusive
④ are more than 600 animals included

27.              the tourism industry accounts for 38% of 
its GDP, the lockdowns meant layoffs, bankruptcies, and 
permanent business closures.
① A country where ② A country that
③ In a country where ④ In a country that
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28. When a pack of nine wolves escaped from their 
enclosure, there were not many people in the zoo, and at 
no time              immediate danger.
① was the public under ② the public was in
③ the public was under ④ was the public in

29. Drug overdose deaths in the U.S. reached              
                in 2020 at more than 91,000, far exceeding 
totals for the previous year.
① another record high ② another high recording 
③ other record high ④ other high recording

30. A new law              most fruits and vegetables 
came into effect in France from New Year’s day.
① banned plastic packaging on
② banning plastic packaging on
③ banned plastic packaging into
④ banning plastic packaging into

Part IV. 다음 밑줄 친 부분 중 틀린 것을 고르시오. [31-45]

31. Most people learn either the British or American form 
                                         ①
of English. Canadians speak in their own style, which 
                                                   ②
contains some elements in common with each of others.
                               ③                    ④

32. In 1932, New York’s Museum of Modern Art assembled 
                  ①
that was clearly meant to be a definitive exhibition of 
 ②         ③                      ④
modern architecture. 

33. The Indian cobra snake and the king cobra use 

poison from their fangs in two ways: by injecting it 
              ①        ②           ③
directly into their prey or they spit it into the eyes of the 
                              ④
victim. 

34. Every night I see the cockroaches running all over my 
     ①                                   ②
kitchen counter. I am considering to have the whole 
                                       ③
apartment sprayed by a professional pest control expert. 
              ④ 

35. Addiction to TV is similar with drug or alcohol 
              ①                ②
dependence; people almost never believe they are 

addicted. The cure is to throw away the TV set. 
        ③        ④

36. More than three hundred years ago, people in Europe 
         ①                                          ②
ate differently from today. They looked differently, too.
                ③                           ④

37. Scientists posit that ice ages, times when the 
                                    ①
temperature of the earth felled dramatically for reasons 
                            ②
not well understood, took place as recently as 2.5 million 
              ③          ④
years ago. 

38. In other words, people with a new heart, liver, or 
    ①
kidney can live much longer than they are used to 
                  ②           ③            ④
previously.

39. Much of what we know about both animal and plant 
      ①       ②
life in ancient times comes from studying fossils─the 
                        ③
preserving direct or indirect remains of ancient life. 
    ④

40. A good health is not something you are able to buy at 
    ①
the drugstore, and you can’t depend on getting it back 
                                   ②            ③
with a quick visit to the doctor when you’re sick, either.
                                                     ④

41. The sun contains 99.9% of the mass of the solar 
                                                  ①        
system and thus induces the other planets to orbit around 
                     ②         ③      
them. 
  ④
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42. Convincing evidence from the field of behavioral 
        ①
genetics implies that certain biological predispositions to 
           ②                                          ③ 
criminal behavior is inherited.
                  ④ 

43. Weather predictions are usually accurate up to a few 

days; the farther ahead the prediction, the greatest 
            ①                                 ②
the likelihood that unforeseen events render the prediction
                       ③
inaccurate. 
   ④

44. Miso soup, according to recent Japanese research, 
                    ①
may help prevent cancer, like may cabbage.
             ②             ③         ④

45. At the train station, he asked for the name of the 
                                   ①
leading hotel and went to the Brown, where he was 
  ②                                     ③
assigned in room 307. 
         ④

Part V. 주어진 글을 읽고 물음에 가장 알맞은 답을 고르시오. 
[46-60] 

[46-49]
After scouring 20 years’ worth of data, four 

researchers discovered that nitrogen, an essential nutrient 
for giant kelp, had declined by 18 percent in the kelp 
populating the Santa Barbara Channel. This was 
concerning because so many species need kelp for food 
or shelter, both in the ocean and on land. The 
researchers found that the decline was directly tied to   
(A)             oceans after comparing their analysis of 
kelp nutrient content with records of changes in water 
temperature. [1]

Giant kelp gains nitrogen and other nutrients by 
pulling them from upwells of deeper, colder waters, but 
rising temperatures could potentially jeopardize this 
process. [2] Upwelling occurs less in warmer waters, 
particularly during the summer and fall seasons. 
Furthermore, organisms expend more energy in warmer 

temperatures, which means that organisms competing for 
nutrients near the shore need to take up available 
nutrients far more quickly. 

A decline in kelp nutrition is particularly worrying 
because of the giant kelp’s role as a foundation species 
within many coastline habitats. [3] Those include marine 
organisms such as fish, lobsters, and urchins, as well as 
land-based organisms like shore birds and beetles. [4]

46. Which of the following is most appropriate for the 
passage to appear in? 
① a food magazine
② a journal of ecology 
③ a paper on wildlife  
④ a pamphlet on avian species

47. According to the passage, which of the following is 
true?
① Many marine and land-based organisms need kelp just 
for shelter. 
② Nitrogen is supplementary nourishment for urchins 
and shore birds. 
③ Rising temperatures of waters don’t have an effect on 
upwelling. 
④ Giant kelp obtains nitrogen by pulling it from upwells 
of colder waters.  

48. Which of the following is most suitable for the blank 
(A)?
① warming ② placid
③ fierce   ④ shrinking

49. Which is the most appropriate place for the sentence 
below?

Kelp provides food and shelter for a myriad of 
other organisms.

① [1] ② [2]
③ [3] ④ [4]

[50-52]
Not all relationships between animals are 

predatory. Some are mutualistic, meaning that both 
organisms in a relationship benefit from each other. [1] 
For example, insects that eat nectar from a flower also 
help the flower. The flower’s pollen sticks to the insects 
as they eat, and then the pollen drops off as they fly to 
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another flower. 
Some are parasitic, meaning that one organism 

benefits while another organism suffers. [2] Think about 
fleas on a dog. The fleas bite the dog to get energy from 
its blood, and in return the poor dog gets itchy welts and 
other possible diseases. In this kind of relationship, the 
flea is called a parasite and the dog is called a host. [3] 

Some exhibit commensalism, meaning that one 
organism is helped while the other organism is neither 
helped nor harmed. A great example of commensalism is 
the relationship between a remora and a whale. [4] The 
remora has a sucker on the top of its head that attaches 
to the whale’s top, mouth, or underside. Through this 
attachment, the remora can travel around more easily 
and eat any debris that falls from the whale. The whale is 
left (A)            .

50. Which of the following would be most appropriate for 
the blank (A)?
① unharmed ② perilous 
③ mediocre ④ salutary 

51. Which is the most appropriate place for the sentence 
below?

① [1] ② [2]
③ [3] ④ [4]

52. According to the passage, which of the following is 
true?
① The relationship between a remora and a whale is 
predatory.  
② Flowers serve as pollinators.   
③ All organisms depend on other organisms for survival.  
④ Fleas cause the host harm.

[53-56]
At a time when Earth faces grim news on climate 

change, slow growth and fraught politics, space might 
seem to offer a surprising reason for optimism. But it is 
neither a panacea nor a bolthole. [1] The big problem is 
developing the rule of law. The Outer Space Treaty of 
1967 declares space to be “the province of all mankind” 
and forbids claims of sovereignty. That leaves lots of 
room for interpretation. Who would have the best claim to 
use the ice at the poles of the moon for life support? 

Should Martian settlers be allowed to do what they like to 
the environment? Who is liable for satellite collisions? [2]  
Such uncertainties magnify the dangerous risk: the use of 
force in space. America’s unparalleled ability to project 
force on Earth depends on its extensive array of satellites. 
Other nations, knowing this, have built anti-satellite 
weapons. And military activity in space has no well-tested 
protocols or rules of engagement. [3]

It is a mistake to promote space as a romanticized 
Wild West, an anarchic frontier where humanity can 
throw off its fetters and rediscover its destiny. For space 
to fulfill its promise, governance is required. [4] At a time 
when the world cannot agree on rules for the terrestrial 
trade of steel bars and soybeans, that may seem like a 
big ask. But without it the potential of all that lies beyond 
Earth will at best have to wait another 50 years to be 
fulfilled. At worst space could add to Earth’s problems.

53. What is the author’s main purpose in writing this 
passage?
① to explain the roles of the Outer Space Treaty of 1967
② to discuss the necessity of military protocols in space
③ to describe the bright future of space resources
④ to inform potential problems related to space development

54. Which is the most appropriate place for the sentence 
below?

① [1] ② [2]
③ [3] ④ [4]

55. Which is the most appropriate tone of the passage  
regarding the development of space?
① dubious ② hopeful
③ concerned ④ detestable

56. According to the passage, which of the following is 
true?
① The ice of the moon may be properly used to support 
the space force.
② The Outer Space Treaty of 1967 will not be sufficient 
to handle space problems.
③ Satellite collisions will hinder the peaceful settlement 
of Martians.
④ Space will be Earth’s problem if the world agrees on 
terrestrial trade.
 

Tapeworms, ticks, and lice are other examples of 
parasites.

And to realize its promise, a big problem has to be 
resolved and a dangerous risk avoided.
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[57-60]
For the world’s most advanced space telescope and 

the thousands of people who have worked on it over the 
decades, the starting gun has fired.
   After more than a quarter-century of planning, 
designing, building, waiting and obsessively testing the 
most complex space observatory ever assembled, the 
mammoth James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) finally 
launched at 7:20 a.m. on December 25, 2021.

   (A)             the flaming rocket ride represents 
a year-end gift to science or a catastrophic conclusion 
to 2021 depends on the weeks ahead. For JWST’s 
mission to succeed, the telescope must execute an 
intricate series of carefully choreographed maneuvers 
during its first month in space. Even a single misstep 
could compromise the entire mission. And the telescope 
must perform its devilishly difficult dance far beyond the 
reach of human hands, hurtling toward a point in space 
a million miles away.

   “This is a high-risk and a very high-payoff 
program,” said NASA deputy administrator Pam Melroy. 
“There are a lot of hard, long weeks ahead, where the 
telescope has to deploy perfectly.”

   But the risk is worth the reward. When JWST 
opens its golden, 21-foot-wide eye, it will transform our 
view of the cosmos and of ourselves. The telescope’s 
mission is to tell the story of the universe, from a few 
beats after its radiant, percussive birth through the 
sweep of cosmic ages until now when humans craft 
machines that are powerful enough to look back to the 
beginnings of space and time.

   With an eye that is sensitive enough to see a 
bumblebee in lunar orbit, the telescope will peer into the 
primordial murk from which stars, galaxies, and planets 
emerged, piercing the darkness that has occluded the 
gaze of other great observatories.

   “Don’t think about JWST as a space telescope; it 
is a space-time telescope,” says Pam Melroy. “It’s doing 
time travel (B)             it’s examining space. We’re 
looking back through the universe, close to the edge of 
the big bang 13.8 billion years ago.”

57. Which of the following is most suitable for the blank 
(A)?

① When             ② How 
③ Why                       ④ Whether

58. According to the passage, which of the following is 
true?

① It took just 25 years for JWST to launch.
② JWST will pierce into the primordial darkness, which 
will tell the story of the universe.

③ The success of JWST’s mission does not depend on  
its maneuvering.   

④ A bumblebee in the orbit of Mars will be detected by 
the eye of JWST.

59. According to the passage, which of the following can 
be inferred? 

① Stars, galaxies and planets have occluded the gaze of 
other great observatories.   

② It will not be until JWST deploys perfectly that it opens 
its eye. 

③ JWST is the most defective space telescope ever built. 
④ To get rid of existing space observatories is the 
mission of JWST.  

60. Which of the following is most suitable for the blank 
(B)? 

① so that          ② in order that
③ at the same time      ④ but also


